AUTUMN HARVEST
**Viewpoints**

Poverty amid the plenty

As a child, I remember my mother admonishing me to eat my beets because "there are a million starving children in China who would just love to eat those beets."

At first her psychology failed. I stubbornly picked at those awful red beets until frost formed around the edges. Eventually, I developed a guilty conscience and choked them down.

Admittedly, I could not relate with the concept of starvation. I had never gone hungry. I think her persuasive line worked because of the frequency with which it was uttered. I knew my mother wouldn't lie to me, especially about something so unimaginably horrible as starvation.

Yet, as I approached adolescence I secretly wondered if things were as bad as she made them out to be. In my limited environment all I encountered was plenty. Plenty of cars, plenty of televisions...in short, plenty of everything. It took a movie in my grade school religion class to convince me once and for all that there was indeed a problem.

In my limited environment I also encountered many aspects of world hunger. Letters to the editor would be accepted only if they were typewritten and signed, and should not exceed a maximum of 200 words. Notices would be withheld from publication only if appropriate reason is given. Pointer reserves the right to edit letters if necessary and to refuse to print letters not suitable for publication. All correspondence should be addressed to Pointer, 113 Communication Arts Center, Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481. Pointer is published and edited by the Pointer staff, composed of UWSP students, and they are solely responsible for its editorial content and policy.
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**EDITORIAL:**

- Todd Hotchkiss covers the state Assembly candidates' forum held here last week. Steve Brilowki and Bruce Astorso look at two big area cash crops, potatoes and cranberries, that comprise a major part of Pointer's fall harvest plus a lot more.

- Are you getting enough Heiney? Laura Sternekiil won't and her story takes readers into the mysterious behavior of the sea leger. The story looks like a line of your retail grocer.

- Atry Savich takes a verbal walk through the woods and discovers a hidden treasure of wild, edible plants. Sheldon Cohen examines the mysterious phenomenon of bird migration and discovers reasons for the annual journey that elude ornithologists.

- Sure, the Packers won, but how did they do it? Find out as Bill Laats presents a line by line account of last Saturday's spurt against Bethel College. Also: bow hunting, cross country and volleyball.

- There is nothing grateful but the earth; you cannot do too much for it it will continue to repay tenfold the pain and labour bestowed upon it.

LORD RAVENSWORTH
Ferris Lectures opens with "Survival Impressive"

The first Isaac Ferris Lecture of the academic year will be given by Professor Herschel Elliott on Wednesday, October 5, 1983, in the Communication Room of the University Center at 7:00 p.m. Professor Elliott is here as a Visiting Professor of Philosophy from the University of Florida. Elliott's professional specialties are in environmental ethics and the problems of world population. The title of the lecture will be "The Survival Impressive" as both a title and a subtitle: "The thesis of this essay is quite simple, perhaps deceptive in its simplicity. To many it may appear to be almost trivially true, yet to others it may seem irrelevant or even regressive and unethical. The thesis is that any set of laws, ideals, and customs is morally justifiable only if the society which practices that set is capable of surviving under the world's actual conditions. Put another way the thesis is that the demise or extinction of a nation or societal group as a result of its acting in accordance with its set of laws, ideals, and practices is evidence of the moral error of those practices. The survival requirement will be called the survival imperative. The subtitle of the lecture will be "Beyond Traditional Religion and Morals for a Better Society." In developing this theme Professor Elliott intends to offer a set of new alternatives to current moral and religious practices, practices which he claims are primarily responsible for our current environmental and moral muddle.

A discussion period will follow the lecture. The public and the university community are cordially invited to attend.

Professor Elliott holds the Ph.D. and a bachelor's degree in philosophy from Yale University. He has taught at Yale College and the American University in Beirut, Lebanon where he was also Chairman of the Philosophy Department. A past president of the Florida Philosophical Association, Professor Elliott is well known for his public lectures on topics related to problems of population and the environment.

Helbach asks Earl to visit King

State Senator David Helbach (D-Stevens Point) called on Governor Earl Miller Monday to join him in a tour of the Wisconsin Veterans Home at King before any future attempts are made to alter admission standards there.

"It wasn't until I had visited the home myself that I became 100 percent convinced that changing the eligibility requirements at King was indeed a bad mistake," said Helbach in a letter to Earl.

He added, "Restricting membership at King to the chronically ill would convert King to just another 'nursing home'. King isn't and was never meant to be a nursing home in the traditional sense."

The Wisconsin Veterans Home at King before any future attempts are made to alter admission standards there.

The invitation was in response to efforts that have been made year after year to alter admission standards and funding at the King Home. The most recent effort was a budget proposal requiring Medicaid eligibility as an admission standard but that was shot down earlier this year by Helbach and Rep. Martin Schneider (D-Wisconsin Rapids) in the Joint Finance Committee.

Helbach noted that the experience of visiting King provides one with first-hand knowledge of what the Home is all about and how veteran and state interests can best be served through its mode of operation.

"Each year issues arise concerning funding, staffing and eligibility requirements at King," said Helbach. "I think that people involved in the political process have not spent the time before proposing or making any major policy decisions affecting its operation and atmosphere," he said, "including the Governor of the State of Wisconsin."

In his letter to Earl, Helbach wrote, "King is a well-earned and well-deserved benefit for our aging veterans who selflessly served us in our time of need and it should remain that way."

Abortion hour debate at UWSP on Sept. 19

There are many issues in our society, particularly moral issues, where there just seems to be no right answer. Both sides have advantages and no clear path can be found.

Abortion, one such issue, will be the topic of a debate that the Monday, Sept. 19. The debate is being sponsored by the UWSP Interfaith Council and will be held from 12 noon to 1:00 p.m. in the Nicole-Marquette Room of the University Center. The debaters will be Pastor John Rasmussen from the Faith Council and Cathy Carlsten of the Religious Coalition for Reproductive Freedom.

Abortion Rights, from Appleton. You are invited to bring your lunch to eat during the debate. There will be a half-hour session following the debate in which questions and comments will be entertained from the audience.

This is the first in a series of three debates that the InterFaith Council is planning to present this semester. Tentatively planned for October is a debate on World Hunger with a debate in November on the draft. These will also be noon time debates; speakers and times will be announced.

The UWSP InterFaith Council's purposes are to facilitate communication among member religious groups, to provide a forum for interfaith and intercultural sharing, and to provide campus-wide events concerning the ethical issues being faced by our university and society. Voting membership is restricted to one representative from each member religious organization, although regular membership is open to anyone seeking to achieve the above-stated purposes.

"Devises: An Exhibition of Technological Art," which includes an extensive series of lectures, demonstrations and workshops during September and October, will open the season at the Edna Carlsen Gallery at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. The show, curated by Carl Ennomos of Stevens Point, will begin on Sunday, Sept. 25, with an opening reception from 1 to 4 p.m. in the gallery of the Fine Arts Center.

"Devises: An Exhibition of Technological Art," which includes an extensive series of lectures, demonstrations and workshops during September and October, will open the season at the Edna Carlsen Gallery at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.

The exhibition and all of the events surrounding it are open to the public free of charge. They are being funded through a $7,501 grant from the Wisconsin Humanities Commission on behalf of the National Endowment for the Humanities and $8,881 from the Wisconsin Arts Board with financing from the State of Wisconsin and the National Endowment for the Arts.

The total budget for the project is $42,347, the remainder being funded by UWSW through in-kind use of facilities and gallery personnel.

One of the world-renown Royal Lipitzan "White Stallions" shows profound disgust after the human displays its untrainable ineptitude in performance! Look for this and other captivating acts when the Royal Lipizzans perform in Quandit Gym on Sept. 28.

UWSP chorus looking for beautiful voices

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point's Oratorio Chorus is accepting members from the community and the university for its 1983-84 concert season.

Interested people are invited to attend the next rehearsal on Monday, Sept. 12, at 6:30 p.m. in the choir room of the Fine Arts Building. Singers are needed on parts, especially sopranos and tenors.

The group will sing twice this fall, culminating the year with a performance at Handel's Te Deum in D in December.

Call Brian Gorelick, director, for further information, 366-3409.
TAKE A RISK

Explore Lifestyle Alternatives

Programs presented by UWSP Lifestyle Assistants starting the week of September 19th.

STRESS AWARENESS/REDUCTION

Mondays at 4:00 P.M.
Room 213 Delzell

NUTRITION FACTS AND FALLACIES

Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.
Room 213 Delzell

BODY TUNING-UP
The Wholestic Way

Thursdays at 4:00 p.m.
Room 213 Delzell

All Programs Are FREE

No registration necessary. Watch the Pointer Daily for additional information on the weekly programs.

QUESTIONS: CONTACT CAROL WESTON, HEALTH SERVICES 346-4646

To Pointer Magazine,

Apparently the status of women is again being downgraded. Once again women are tossed a distasteful stereotype right in the face. Pointer Magazine ran an advertisement on the back page of the first fall issue. The ad was publicity for a Bad Boy concert. The only credible comment regarding this is it appeared on the back page of the publication, not the front or middle pages. Our gratitude to the layout crew for this gesture.

The Magazine's decision to accept any and all ads brought to the staff is fair. Thus, the assurance that censorship will not run rampant is secured. Censorship is defined as the removal of anything considered objectionable or questionable. In light of this fact, we have serious considerations to account for. Do we advocate censorship of ads like the one in reference? Where does that lead us to? What is our next move after that?

We must use our sense when ads like this are presented. The same message of who, what, where and why should have been presented in an ad that would not attack the intellect of women. Haven't women suffered and worked long enough to destroy this image? We hope the staff could not have endorsed this ad on its own merit. On the gut level you must know that it was hurtful and degrading to women. There must be room for negotiation with clients concerning ads such as this.

In the previous academic year we endured Bob Ham's column. Numerous degrading cuts, jers and jokes were directed at women by Mr. Ham. It seems that we have moved farther down the line where we not only read about being downgraded, but we must also look at it. The Pointer staff hopefully has more integrity and focus than this.

Becky Fraike,
Director
Lynn McIntosh,
Assistant Director
Women's Affairs
UW-SP Student Government

To Pointer Magazine,

Since last week's appearance of our Help Wanted ad for Escort Service volunteers, both the Women's Resource Center and Protective Services have received numerous calls requesting specific information on the Service. If one person asks a question, there are probably 10 others who need the answer, so it is hoped that P.M. will publish this as an open letter to the entire campus.

1) The Service needs at least as many (if not more) female as male volunteers. Each client is provided a double escort, one woman and one man, or two women. This helps ensure that even the escorts will have escorts. Escorts meet each other in advance.

2) Before being admitted to the Service, each escort candidate is screened through a written application, individual interview by at least two service administrators, and the checking of a minimum of three personal references. Despite the need for a small army of Service volunteers, some candidates are turned down.

3) When the escort picks up the client, the escort can be identified in several ways: (a) there will be two of them; (b) there will be one each, male and female, or two females; (c) the escorts will be carrying 'beepers' or 'sirens' like TV doctors use when they're on call.
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Beatings could cost city, major convention

By Diane Tisch

Once again the Nigerian beating incidents are of concern to the community. The incidents may cost Stevens Point a major convention in 1985.

Attacks against Nigerian students attending the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point could ban Point from the 1985 Democratic state convention, according to a published report.

Ocel Brown, a member of the African-American advisory committee, said the African students at Point have been "mistreated." Brown said the party should not consider Stevens Point's bid until the community leaders and citizens learn "to take care of blacks," according to The Madison Capital Times.

State Party Chairman, Matt Flynn, said he is outraged by what has been done to Nigerian students up there.

"The Democratic Party will not tolerate racism, and those kinds of assaults on African students will not be tolerated," Flynn said.

Stevens Point, Eau Claire and Madison are among the cities making bids for the convention. The site for 1984 will be Appleton.

"I think the committee not considering Stevens Point is ridiculous," Mayor Mike Haberman told the Peletier Magazine.

UW is unable to criteria to place into the site selection if not placed equally among other communities. Other cities may and probably do have similar problems," Haberman said.

Gary Aasmo, a Madison publisher and chairman of the convention site committee, will look into the controversy.

- Michael Haberman
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International

Venezuela - Renewed Soviet-American tension prompted Pope John-Paul II to condemn the governments for "deceitful cunning, falsehood and intrigue."

The pontiff, speaking to a group of Austrian diplomats, said international peace was especially imperative in the aftermath of the Korean jetliner attack. He urged the diplomats to use their "special position and knowledge" to achieve peace.

By Todd Hotchkiss

Education was the major topic of discussion as the conservative and five Democratic candidates for the 71st Assembly district met in candidates' forum sponsored by the Public Administration Student Organization in the Encore Room at UWSP on September 4.

Each of the candidates spoke to UWSP related issues at this second forum thus far in the campaign. The Democratic primary election is scheduled for October 4, and the general election is set for November 1.

William Horvath, a Stevens Point alderman, said the problems with university faculty salaries does not lie in the state Legislature but with the party's national leaders and said he was pleased that Congress has made choices on how it wants to appropriate its funds. He said that Congress has billions of dollars to spend on Trident submarines and the B-1 bomber, and that Congresspeople need to hear more from citizens who want more funding for financial aid.

Stan Gruszynski, former director of the State Senate Democratic Caucus, called education "the cornerstone of democracy," and said it must be addressed as if it were a liability. Gruszynski said he was pleased that Governor Earl increased the overall funding for education. He said collective bargaining for UW faculty was "absolutely essential."

Gruszynski assailed the Reagan administration for "segregating in education" to its cutbacks in aid for financial aid for minority students.

"We have to make sure we do everything we can to do our young people can get access to quality education," Leo Newem, Portage County Democratic Party Chairperson, said that problems with Wisconsin's educational system are "looming broadly on the horizon."

Newem said that when teachers leave for higher pay not only do students suffer but the economy suffers in the long run because students aren't trained by the best instructors. Newem said teacher competence and innovation have to be restored to our educational system. He said he supported collective bargaining, mediation and arbitration, and said that the $77 million in unexpended state revenue from last quarter should be put toward education. Newem said students are the target of loan collection, for the 15 percent of the students who do not pay back, in order to create an equally funded state system of student loans.

City Council member Kim Erzinger didn't emphasize education like the other candidates. He did address the question of cuts in federal financial aid by saying that "access to education is what separates us from other countries." He said he seeks equity in distribution and collection of student loans, and would like to nullify the recent change which makes students begin to pay back their loans while they are still in school.

Portage County Board member Dorris Cragg, like Erzinger, did not say much about education. She said that students should begin to pay a larger portion of tuition as more businesses leave Wisconsin because of high taxes. She said she thought the state should look into closing the UWs at Eau Claire, Stout, and River Falls because "over there we have an abundance and we should look at them for closing."

Republican candidate Ralph McQueen said that quality education will not be gained through binding arbitration and raises for UW cont.

State

Superior - A bridge collapsed Sunday, causing a car driven by a Duluth, Minn., man to plunge 40 feet to the ground.

Nick A. Sadar, 52, suffered only a broken nose and a bump to the head after his car left the crumbling Highway 35 bridge.

The car reportedly landed on car number 114 of a 140-car Burlington Northern train, causing the cab to derail.

Local

Stevens Point - Former Gov. Lee Dreyfus announced he would not become the chief executive officer of Sentry Insurance.

Dreyfus, who became president of the corporation Jan. 1, said he is more suited for a communications role that would increase sales for the organization. Dreyfus separates himself as the successor to John Jonas, Sentry's current chief executive.
Portage County potato production a mash hit

By Steve Brilowski

If you stop in rural Ellis, Wisconsin, population 3,191, you'll find a potato farm. Many of these farms are just a few miles away. The locals think of potatoes as a way of life. "Potatoes are the backbone of our economy," said one farmer.

By Max Lakritz
The Student Senate, a policy group of the Student Government Association, convenes for the first time this year and discharge its function. The Senate, first held on Sunday, September 15, 1983. Requests for an escort service should be phoned to 360-3490 (Protective Services). The WRC Staff.

SGA Update

by Max Lakritz
The Student Senate, a policy group of the Student Government Association, convened for the first time this year and discharged its function. The Senate, first held on Sunday, September 15, 1983. Requests for an escort service should be phoned to 360-3490 (Protective Services). The WRC Staff.
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Cranberries: important to Central Wisconsin

by Bruce Asaro

Cranberries. They're not just for holidays anymore. While that phrase may not be original, it's definitely the sentiment of Central Wisconsin cranberry growers and Ocean Spray marketers.

According to Tim Peterson, a field representative for the Ocean Spray Cooperative in Babcock, Wisconsin, cranberries are a very profitable industry for the state. He said it's particularly profitable for Central Wisconsin because one third of the 1.3 million barrels of berries come from Wood and Portage counties.

The marshes in Portage County are small when compared to Sorenson's in Wood County and the DuBay Cranberry Company. Wood County's bogs are located for the most part in the Town of Biron and along Highways 173 and 54 toward Warrens. Jerry Wonderling, the foreman for Sorenson's Cranberries, said they have about one hundred and ten acres. This makes them one of the largest in the area. The DuBay company is slightly larger with about 180 acres.

Cranberries are perennial plants and local growers rarely have to plant new beds because they last for many years. Wonderling said a cranberry bed "will bear for fifty years with decent care." He says he has some beds that have been around for over a hundred years. There are many different varieties of cranberries, but Wonderling stays with three strains for the most part. One of those is the 'Stevens' strain which matures early but doesn't keep well. Another common Portage County variety is the 'McFadlane' which has a longer maturation period and has a better shelf-life. Harvest for cranberries will occur within the next couple of weeks and it will last until the end of October. Wonderling said there's not much to harvesting cranberries. The process is a fairly easy one. The farmers raise the water level in the ditches and the berries rise to the top of a semi-truck. The floating berries are pushed into an elevator and from there they are blown into a processing plant in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Ocean Spray's Peterson said some berries are shipped to another plant in Sulfur Springs, Texas when the numbers get too big.

The three-week-long harvest requires Sorenson's to hire twelve additional people to help. They operate during the year with a crew of four unless there's substantial planning to do and then they hire more temporary help.

After the harvest is over, the farmers don't concern themselves with frost until the spring. But as the colder weather gets closer, they keep the plants underneath the ice with "beaters." The floating berries are pushed into an elevator and from there they go into a glass machine which carries them into the top of a semi-truck. The truck takes the berries to the Ocean Spray Cooperative in Babcock for sorting and cleaning. Ocean Spray's headquarters are located in Massachusetts...the site of the largest cranberry producer in the country at one time. But now Wisconsin growers boast to be neck and neck with their Eastern counterpart. In fact, one farmer says Wisconsin has out-produced Massachusetts for quite some time.

The berries that will be sold fresh are packaged right at the farms, but the ones intended for juice and canning go to a processing plant in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Ocean Spray's Peterson said some berries are shipped to another plant in Sulfur Springs, Texas when the numbers get too big.

The berries grown in Central Wisconsin are distributed to Thanksgiving and Christmas tables in many cities West of the Mississippi. But Tim Peterson at Ocean Spray said he wants to see cranberries eaten year-round. He noted Ocean Spray is boosting their advertising efforts around the country and are especially pushing their 'juice products. Peterson is confident. He said "People are being more health conscious nowadays...so our timing has been right."

Sandy Shave, a dietician at St. Michael's Hospital in Stevens Point noted that while cranberry juice isn't loaded with vitamins, it's low in calories and helps prevent kidney problems.

Don't laugh when you hear the "bog reports" on local television news, they're important to those little red berries and to Central Wisconsin's economy.

UNIVERSITY WRITERS

is for anyone who believes (or could be persuaded) that writing is a force, and not a farce, and that the pen is not only mightier but also lighter than the sword, and that words, even when written in the darkest ink, shine brighter than steel blades in sunlight.

Whether you're writing technical reports for IBM or keeping a midnight journal, whether you're an environmentalist writing essays on nature or a behaviorist writing on the nature of man, whether writing is your whole life or just a hole in your life that you want to fill full (or fulfill).

UNIVERSITY WRITERS MAY BE OF INTEREST TO YOU. There will be an informal informational meeting on Thursday, September 15, at 7:00 p.m. in Room 304 of the Collins Classroom Center.
Obey says U.S. must stress values

by Joseph Vanden Plas
Seventh District Congressman David Obey told a UWSP audience that the United States can no longer afford to neglect its idealistic values when devising foreign policy.

Obey, delivering the keynote address at the First Annual Human Rights Day Forum Sept. 7, said U.S. tolerance of human rights abuses is damaging to foreign policy. "It undercuts our ability, in a very practical way, to maintain our influence around the world and it frustrates our own national interest in the very areas where we are trying to protect it."

The veteran representative stated that American power in the world is based on three things: the power of our economic engine, which, according to Obey, is still the most powerful economy in the world; U.S. military strength, which, Obey believes is "second to none"; and the power of American ideals, upon which he placed particular emphasis. "I believe that one of the major tragedies of the United States in the twentieth century is that we've allowed ourselves to be cut off from the minds and the emotions of the emerging young revolutionary leaders around the world because we too often ignored our own democratic principles stated in such documents as the Declaration of Independence and the Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution," he declared. Obey cited Mao Tse Tung and Ho Chi Minh as examples of revolutionary youths who read extensively about American ideals expressed by Jefferson and Lincoln. Nevertheless, Obey contended, they came to believe, through U.S. actions, that America did not actually represent such ideals.

Obey believes the same thing is happening today in Central America. He said a great percentage of the people in that region are young (26 years old or less), idealistic and want change; yet, the United States is supporting "right-wing death squads."

"When we throw away that human rights tool, we lose one of the principal weapons we possess that the Soviet Union can never possess and we also lose one of the things that differentiates us from the Soviet Union," he proclaimed.

"If American government at home had allowed the kinds of distribution of income to exist in this country, and had allowed the kinds of physical abuse to exist in this country that a lot of governments we supported for years allowed in their own areas of sovereignty, we would have had revolution here a long time ago and we would've deserved it. Today, in Central America, we are paying the price for the past neglect of the principles upon which this country was founded."

In defining the role human rights should play in foreign policy, Obey read from the writings of Father Brian Hare, the Executive Director of the U.S. Catholic Conference Office of International Justice and Peace. According to Obey, Hare wrote that "although human rights and foreign policy should not be equated, an effective concern for human rights requires that it be included, in principle, at the very initiation of policy."

"Obey also supported Hare's belief that human rights objectives should not be treated as a "footnote" to foreign policy, but should be treated as a "trump card" to large political, strategic or economic decisions, and that the U.S. should not "actively cooperate" with nations that violate basic human rights.

Critics of human rights advocates are often quick to point out that too much attention is paid to human rights abuses in third world nations and not enough to oppression in the Soviet Union. Obey, who recently toured the Soviet Union with other members of Congress, refuted that charge. "We raised precisely that question to members of the Soviet Politburo and the Supreme Soviet. We went out of our way to visit as many of them as possible just to make clear to the Soviets that we found their conduct is limiting those people's human rights to be unacceptable."

However, Obey stressed that the U.S. has a greater opportunity to influence events elsewhere. He said instruments for U.S. influence in the Soviet Union are few but instruments for influence are many in nations aligned with the U.S. And, he maintained that the U.S. should exert its influence in support of human rights. "God created the Soviet Union not going to be the allies of human rights around the world," he said. "And if they are not, there is no major power on the face of the globe who makes human rights a substantial issue and humanity is much the worse for it."
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Located in the lower level of the University Center
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BAUSCH & LOMB
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David L. Drinkard, O.D.
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1052 Main Street
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If you're looking for Hiney, don't try Kellner

by Laura Sternweiss

If you've listened to WSPT during the last 3½ months, you've probably heard about Hiney. Since June 1, the station has been running commercials for the Hiney Winery in "beautiful downtown Kellner."

According to the ads, which WSPT broadcasts four times a day, the winery is located behind the branch library in Kellner. You heard it from Steve, Big Red, and Thor Kellner, the sons of Hiney who supervises the production of Hiney Wine. As stated in the ads, "the wine that made Kellner, Kellner" is made from the best grapes substrate known to man and contains no carbonation. Hiney Wine is only produced in flip-top cans and is sold by the six-pack and twelve-pack.

The commercials tell how Big Red, Thor and the rest of the Hiney Family—Jima, Opheila, Rosie and Bonnie —established the winery in 1981, and started producing White, Red and Dry Hiney Wine. The ads also describe different ways to enjoy a little Hiney every day. The commercials mentioned about a Hiney Winery in nearby Eulens, Tex. He returned from a visit to the American Winery Association and said the Hiney Winery promotion was going well, but there hadn't been as much interest in Hiney as the brothers Big Red and Thor Kellner.

Hiney Wine is made with grapes that are harvested in the six-pack and twelve-pack. The wines are then aged for three years before they are released.

For more information about Hiney Winery, you can visit their website at hineywine.com. They offer a wide variety of wines, including white, red, and sparkling, and you can purchase them online or at their winery in Wisconsin. The winery is located in the heart of Wisconsin wine country, and they are committed to producing high-quality wines that reflect the terroir of the region.
Vegetarians have no steak in good nutrition

By John C. Savagian

As we gather in the fruits of our labor during this, the last weekend of October, we can all take a moment to notice a group in this country for whom the fall harvest is an important part of their lifestyle. They are one minority in this country which never gains the support of the ACLU although they are often discriminated against. They are a group of people who transcend all sectors of the population yet still find themselves misunderstood. They are the vegetarians. This story is in tribute to those who have the courage to shun the hunt, the slaughterhouse, and the butcher shop, who bypass the big macs, the whoppers, ignoring the fast-food society founded upon the cow, and preferring instead the fruits and vegetables, grains and nuts that have been the staff of life since man walked on this planet.

It seems to me that the canidities and the friends quickly assembled for the harvest dinner, a dinner that is something of a tradition among this small group of friends to commemorate the new season with a dinner, where good talk about the summer past and cautionary words about the approaching winter easily drifted about the room. The circle had grown by two since the last harvest dinner. A couple named Luke and Anna had moved into town that summer. Anna had made friends with Dana since they worked together at the hospital. It was decided that Luke and Anna could host the harvest dinner, a gesture they warmly accepted, although not without reservation. But they kept this to themselves, not wanting to offend their new-found friends.

Daniel was the first to notice as each entrée was passed by; he was handed the onions, stuffed with nuts, cheese, breadcrumbs, and butter. He let it go. Next came the kabob pie, he lifted an edge with his fork to get a peek inside. He let that go too. The baked squash he remembered from his childhood and instinctively he pumped it. The rice and sautéed mushrooms looked pretty good, but then he must have been the stuffing or something. Dan looked down as his plate, its white porcelain naked amidst the colorful array of courses before him. He could no longer still his curiosity. "Where's the meat?" he asked.

"That's the abscond," Bill blurted out. "Why my grandfather lived for more than three years old and he ate still meat since he was old enough to chew."

"Your grandfather lived during a time when meat still wasn't raised like it is today. Your grandfather didn't have to contend with meat containing hormone, steroids and nitrates," Luke countered. "Well that may be so, but I need meat to stay healthy. Man's always eaten meat, and I for one plan on keeping on with the tradition." Dan sat back in his chair and looked around for support. Anna picked up where Luke left off. "Actually, Dan, our nearest relatives in the animal kingdom, the chimpanzees and gorillas are almost all vegetarians. There are diet similarities between carnivores and vegetarians, and our physiology shows the vegetarians."

"Like how?" asked Dan.

"Well, look at the digestive systems; carnivores have short bowels to quickly digest the putrefactive bacteria, vegetarians have long bowels for handling the fermentative bacteria in fruits and vegetables. The saliva of a carnivore cannot pre-digest vegetables but a vegetarian's saliva can. The carnivore needs large quantities of hydrochloric acid to dissolve bones while the vegetarian secretes very little of the acid. Vegetarians have jaws that, move sideways for chewing, but carnivores can only open their mouths in an up and down fashion. The saws of the carnivores..."

"Enough already," lamented Dan. "So we descend from a bunch of fruit eating apes. That doesn't explain how I can eat meat and why I feel healthy when I do."

"Dan has a point," interrupted Bill, who had been sitting in silent interest. "We can eat meat. We may have had to adapt to eating meat as Anna implies, but that merely shows our flexibility."

"Of course, the choice is there, which is why the fundamental question is not can we eat meat, but should we eat meat? Anna and I have concluded that we shouldn't."

"You'll have to excuse Dan," apologized Dana, "he just doesn't serve nuts when he hasn't had his side of beef."

"It's quite alright, really," said Anna, putting her hand on Dana's arm. "We've got ten used to defending our belief. It can be trying at times though. We never get to eat anymore because none of the restaurants in town serve vegetarian meals. When we ask the waitress, she will point to the salad bar, since after all, that's what vegetarians eat, right? But as you can see before you, our meals are so much more, they're better tasting and more nutritional as well. Many people don't realize that vegetarians do not live on salad bars alone."

We couldn't. Our diet is balanced to gain just as much protein and vitamins as if we ate meat. It calls for a bit more education and some extra work in the kitchen, but we have found the results so rewarding.

---

Stevens Point caters to nutrition

By Jill Fassbinder

Good nutrition and feeling fit seems to be the rage these days and two local businesses in Stevens Point are open with just that idea in mind. Barefoot Boy's Gardens, located on Second Street, and Stevens Point Area Food Co-op, located on Second Street, are in the "health" business. Ironically though, this is not new for them, they've been doing it for years! Barefoot Boy's Gardens was first established in 1975 by Mr. William Ruch, a Stevens Point resident. Barefoot Boy's specializes mainly in vitamins and mineral supplements, however, they do carry various types of all natural foods and ingredients.

Their merchandise is supplied through order catalogs from Health Foods Inc., out of Illinois, and the Pano Co., out of Minnesota. If the product you want is not in stock, Barefoot Boy's can order it for you. Other supplies are brought in from local farmers in bulk form and are packaged right there in the store.

The majority of the clientele Barefoot Boy's draws are in the elderly. This is a result of the various vitamins that they carry which doctors recommend for the elderly to use. When the university goes back to school though, college students also predominate. Stevens Point Area Food Co-op is very similar to Barefoot Boy's Gardens, however, they carry fresh produce and offer many more special services.

S.P.A.C. was first founded in 1973 by six families who wanted to order whole foods at cheaper prices. They established a buying club and worked directly out of their homes. As time progressed, more families joined in and in 1975 their membership grew to three dozen families. S.P.A.C. has had two previous locations before settling on Second Street, which...
**Nutrition, cont.**

they have occupied since 1977, and they now have supplies delivered directly to them here in Stevens Point.

S.P.A.C. is run by a board of directors, which consists of nine members who meet once a month. They represent the 506 members that are a part of the Co-op and support the procedures of the store as well as the special programs they offer.

To become a member of the Co-op program it costs $11/month for non-students and $7/month for students. This membership grants you the opportunity to work on a special committee, as well as gives you a 10 percent discount.

**S.P.A.C. offers many special programs coming in from Madison, Minneapolis, and Chicago while the majority of organic merchandise is channeled through Intra Community Co-op. They obtain their fresh produce and dairy supplies from area farmers.

**Feeling fit, alive and healthy** is determined by S.P.A.C.

**Sunday Socials**

18, SEPTEMBER
FREE TABLE TENNIS, DARTS, 50% OFF BILLIARDS.
7pm - Close

**James D. Hom**

Family Dentistry
1025 Clark St.
For Appointment call
Stevens Point
341-1212

**Painting A Party, GIVE ME A CALL.**
**I'LL HELP YOU SET IT UP FOR 1/4 BBL, 1/2 BBL, OR CASE BEER.**
**I ALSO HAVE SHIRTS, FOOTBALL JERSEYS, BASEBALL CUPS FOR SALE.**
**Johnson Distributing**
Wayne Johnson, President
1624 W. Pearl St.
Stevens Point, WI 54481
Phone 715-344-7070

**KNOCK 'EM DEAD**

**Visors! only $1.00**

With our UWSP Student ID

**Aldo's Pizza**

$1.00 Off Any Size Pizza
Plus A FREE Quart Of Coke
For Delivery Only
341-9494

**S.P.A.C. is primarily oriented towards the simpler life, foods, energy and essentials.**

Feeling fit, alive and healthy is determined by S.P.A.C.

**Wild game, cont.**

slightly different problem. Keeping the deer as cool as possible is a must. We all love to show off the fruits of our efforts, but cutting around town with a deer strapped to the hood of your car is not a good idea. The heat from the engine will only speed up spoilage. The trunk of the car or the back of a pickup with a tonneau is probably the best place to haul it.

Although small game and fish should be frozen immediately when you get home, if necessary, a deer can be hung for a week or more if the temperature remains 40 degrees or below. Even in the low twenties, it can hang safely for four or five days.

Small game and fish, as mentioned before, should be frozen immediately unless you plan on using them the right away. The best way to freeze fish and small game is to freeze them in a container of water. The water protects the meat from freezer burn and prevents it from drying out.

Regardless of the special care you give your game, you are bound to have some meat spoil. A way to tell if it has spoiled is through your fingertips. If it feels greasy or slick, it has probably gone bad. Your nose will tell you when it is bad.

Cooking wild game is an art in itself, but the freshness of the game is the determining factor. So remember, the sooner the meat is cooked, the fresher it will taste, and consequently, the more compliments the chef will get.
Christopher Reeve • Margot Kidder • Gene Hackman

Superman II
6:30 Both Nights

Seats
$1.50
Why Pay $1.98
For Less

WHEN YOU NEED INFORMATION
WE’RE YOUR FIRST DESTINATION!

Campus Information Center

Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-11:30 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Sunday 9:30 a.m.-11:30 p.m.
(Photocopiers are closed 15 minutes earlier)

You are why we offer these services:

- TYME Machine
- Photocopying
- Typing Service
- Lost And Found
- Wis. Public Service Pymt.
- Check Cashing
- United Parcel Service
- Ticket Sales
- Computer Carpools
- Stamps (After 4:15 p.m.)
- General Information
- Milwaukee Journal & Sentinel
  USA Today, Stevens Point
  Journal Sales
- Friendly and Courteous Service
Bethel good, Pointers better in season premiere

By Bill Laste

A lot of people at Goerke Field last Saturday were surprised by the strong showing of the Bethel College Royals in a 30-17 loss to UWSP. Pointer coach DJ LeRoy wasn't one of those people.

"Right from the start I knew that they were going to be a tough opponent," LeRoy said. "The community and the student body might have expected a rout, but they're a good football team," said LeRoy.

Bethel looked anything but anything but a good football team in the early going of the game, however. Pointer senior Mike Gaab split the edge on the opening kickoff and returned it 83 yards for a touchdown.

Bethel's Randy Daniels took four to the 25 to start in the Royals' 25-yard line before coughing up the ball on the kickoff. Bethel's Randy Daniels recovered the fumble and the turnover set up a 30-yard field goal by Jon Klein-Schmidt. The Pointers had a 14-0 lead before Bethel's offensive line held onto the ball.

The Pointers were given the ball again on the following kickoff when Klein-Schmidt fumbled a kick to a Bethel lineman who failed to handle the ball cleanly. Pointer Ric Peroni returned it 22 yards for a touchdown.

The Pointers opened the second half of play by scoring again, this time, with the assist going to Gaab who topped off the Royal's 23-yard line.

The Pointer defense toughened, however, and the Royals could get no further. Bethel settled for a 23-yard field goal by the Pointer lead was cut to 14-3.

After exchanging punts, the Pointers got the ball on their own 39-yard line with 2:56 left in the half. Quarterback Dave Geissler completed consecutive passes to receiver Curt Thompson, Gaab, and receiver Tim Lau to give the Pointers a first down at Bethel's 34. After two more completions, Geissler nailed a punt into the corner, putting Bethel at their own 4-yard line. After five plays later, the Pointer offense scored on a 1-yard touchdown.

The Pointers added a touchdown on the second half of play by Bethel's back Rhett Bonner, one of last year's top freshmen passers, unleashed passes to Kurt Struts and Jim Klassing for gains of six and 11 yards respectively. After an incomplete pass, Struts took a pitchout 31 yards into the Pointer 12-yard line.

The Pointer defense tightened, however, and the Royals could get no further. Bethel settled for a 23-yard Clifford Mort field goal and the Pointer lead was cut to 14-3.

After exchanging punts, the Pointers got the ball on their own 39-yard line with 2:56 left in the half. Quarterback Dave Geissler completed consecutive passes to receiver Curt Thompson, Gaab, and receiver Tim Lau to give the Pointers a first down at Bethel's 34. After two more completions, Geissler didn't a punt into the corner, putting Bethel at their own 4-yard line. After five plays later, the Pointer offense scored on a 1-yard touchdown.

The Pointers added a touchdown on the second half of play by Bethel's back Rhett Bonner, one of last year's top freshmen passers, unleashed passes to Kurt Struts and Jim Klassing for gains of six and 11 yards respectively. After an incomplete pass, Struts took a pitchout 31 yards into the Pointer 12-yard line.

The Pointer defense tightened, however, and the Royals could get no further. Bethel settled for a 23-yard Clifford Mort field goal and the Pointer lead was cut to 14-3.

After exchanging punts, the Pointers got the ball on their own 39-yard line with 2:56 left in the half. Quarterback Dave Geissler completed consecutive passes to receiver Curt Thompson, Gaab, and receiver Tim Lau to give the Pointers a first down at Bethel's 34. After two more completions, Geissler didn't a punt into the corner, putting Bethel at their own 4-yard line. After five plays later, the Pointer offense scored on a 1-yard touchdown.

The Pointers added a touchdown on the second half of play by Bethel's back Rhett Bonner, one of last year's top freshmen passers, unleashed passes to Kurt Struts and Jim Klassing for gains of six and 11 yards respectively. After an incomplete pass, Struts took a pitchout 31 yards into the Pointer 12-yard line.

The Pointer defense tightened, however, and the Royals could get no further. Bethel settled for a 23-yard Clifford Mort field goal and the Pointer lead was cut to 14-3.

After exchanging punts, the Pointers got the ball on their own 39-yard line with 2:56 left in the half. Quarterback Dave Geissler completed consecutive passes to receiver Curt Thompson, Gaab, and receiver Tim Lau to give the Pointers a first down at Bethel's 34. After two more completions, Geissler didn't a punt into the corner, putting Bethel at their own 4-yard line. After five plays later, the Pointer offense scored on a 1-yard touchdown.

The Pointers added a touchdown on the second half of play by Bethel's back Rhett Bonner, one of last year's top freshmen passers, unleashed passes to Kurt Struts and Jim Klassing for gains of six and 11 yards respectively. After an incomplete pass, Struts took a pitchout 31 yards into the Pointer 12-yard line.

The Pointer defense tightened, however, and the Royals could get no further. Bethel settled for a 23-yard Clifford Mort field goal and the Pointer lead was cut to 14-3.

After exchanging punts, the Pointers got the ball on their own 39-yard line with 2:56 left in the half. Quarterback Dave Geissler completed consecutive passes to receiver Curt Thompson, Gaab, and receiver Tim Lau to give the Pointers a first down at Bethel's 34. After two more completions, Geissler didn't a punt into the corner, putting Bethel at their own 4-yard line. After five plays later, the Pointer offense scored on a 1-yard touchdown.

The Pointers added a touchdown on the second half of play by Bethel's back Rhett Bonner, one of last year's top freshmen passers, unleashed passes to Kurt Struts and Jim Klassing for gains of six and 11 yards respectively. After an incomplete pass, Struts took a pitchout 31 yards into the Pointer 12-yard line.
Candidates, cont.

faculty. “A union will give a better, safer, and public image at the university,” said McQueen. He said he supported unions rather than grants for students. He said it was a lot of people without paying their loans back and that grants aren’t done here that’s welfare and I don’t want welfare expanded in any way.”

Sexual Assault

In answer to a question from the audience regarding proposals to reduce the amount of sexual assaults in Stevens Point, Dorris Cragg responded, “I simply don’t know. I lament the fact it is going on in this little town. I guess it is a matter of the family. Stay with your children.”

William Horvath, the local police department for the “good job of protecting the community.” He further said that the “university has to deal with the city and make a better case than the local people.”

Lon Newman, who has chaired meetings of the recently formed Stevens Point Area Sexual Assault Coalition, supported “ongoing testing” of police department personnel because sexual crimes are more “complicated and different” than other crimes. He also said that he would like to see more campus security people on foot patrol to be able to patrol areas not accessible to them in their cars.

Kim Erzingen supported a variety of community watch programs, and advocated increased counseling such as halfway houses. The strong point Erzingen stressed was he wants to strengthen the bonding laws to prevent sex offenders from getting out easily on bond. “Most rapists are repeat offenders,” said Erzingen.

Stan Grunzynski said our primary responsibility is to the victim but “as citizens we have the responsibility to give sensitive treatment and support to attackers too.” He advocated giving public voice to those who wish to create a better social atmosphere, and he also advocated making more funds available for social services to help victims and rehabilitate perpetrators of sex crimes.

Ralph McQueen also said that the police department was doing a good job, and that penalties should be made stiffer for offenders. Ironically McQueen proposed increased funding for social services. He said that the university might think of putting in more lights on campus and that the escort service should be expanded and extended, perhaps beyond the campus.

**Next week: Candidates on taxes and ground water**

**Sports shorts...**

**Women's X-country**

SID — The UWSP women's cross country team won the five-team Oshkosh Invite at the Westhaven Golf Course here Saturday.

Coach Dave Parker's runners won the contest with 27 points and were followed by UW-Oshkosh with 36, UW-Whitewater with 79 while Madison Area Technical School and Milwaukee Area Technical School failed to enter complete teams.

Cody Gallagher and Tracy Lamers finished one-two for the Lady Pointers. Gallagher posted a time of 19:56 while Lamers had a 19:39 clocking for the 51 mile course.

Andrea Berceau finished fifth with a time of 19:33 and teammate Janet Murray posted a time of 20:17 in her seventh place finish. Kathy Hirsh round out the scoring by finishing 18th with a time of 20:17.

The Lady Pointers return to action Saturday, September 27, when they host the Stevens Point Country Club beginning at 11 a.m.

**Men's X-country**

OSHKOSH — The UWSP men's cross country team won its second meet of the season in as many attempts here Saturday, as the Pointers edged out UW-Parkside to win the Oshkosh Invitational.

The Pointers dominated the seven-team meet by capturing four of the top six places and totaled just 26 points. Parkside was a close second with 31, and rounding out the scoring were Whitewater, 89; UW-Oshkosh, 17; Milwaukee Area Technical College, 19; UW-Whitewater College, 19; and Madison Area Technical College, 39.

Lou Agnello, the standout senior from Greenfield, was the meet's individual winner as he covered the four mile course in a time of 20:37. Teammate Chris Colichowski finished third with a clocking of 20:45 while freshman Arnie Schrader was fourth at 20:46. Second year runner Jim Kowalczyk placed sixth and Kevin Seyt seventh with times of 21:06 and 21:30, respectively.

The Pointers return to action on Saturday, September 27, when they host the Point Invitational at the Stevens Point Country Club beginning at 11 a.m.

*IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK ABOUT ARMY ROTC?*

It's the perfect time. You're a freshman, right? And you want to make college a real learning experience? Well, ROTC can add a valuable dimension to your college education. A dimension of leadership and management training. And that'll make your degree worth more.

ROTC offers scholarship and financial opportunities. Plus, the opportunity to graduate with a commission and begin your future as an officer.

For more information, contact your Professor of Military Science.

**ARMY ROTC**

**BE ALL YOU CAN BE.**

Contact: MAJ Al Sheaulis 204 S.B.C. 348-3821

**Women's V-ball**

SID — What is hoped to be a return to the lofty standings enjoyed prior to 1982 began here Friday for the UWSP women's volleyball team as it defeated St. Norbert and Ripon in a pair of season opening matches.

Coach Nancy Schoen's Pointers defeated host St. Norbert 15-7 and 15-8 and then came back to claim 15-6 and 15-4 wins over Ripon College. The UWSP women are now 2-0 on the season.

Among the top returnees for UWSP are setters Carla Larnes, a sophomore from Rhinelander, and Chris Samp, a junior from Shawano; and frontline standouts Sally Heiring, a junior from Kenosha, Debbie Lohc, a sophomore from Green Bay, Karla Miller, a sophomore from Kaukauna, and Lisa Tonn, a sophomore from Peshtigo.

The Pointers return to action on Friday, Sept. 19, when they compete in the two-day Milwaukee Invitational.
Monday Night Football .................. $2.00 pitchers
Tuesday Double Bubble .......... Mixed Drinks, 2 For 1
Wednesday Burger Madness 11 P.M.-1 A.M.

   DJ's famous 1/4 pounder, fries & a large draft .... $2.25
Saturday All U Can Eat 12:00-2:30

   Pizza, Garlic Bread
Sunday Afternoon Packer Backer Intoxicator

   Special on DJ Burgers .................. 50¢
Lunch Monday-Wednesday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

   2 Burgers, Fries .......................... $1.50
344-4990  Free Delivery 210 Isadore
Stevens Point

COME AND VISIT THE GAME ROOM
LOCATED BENEATH

__alibi__

Opens 1:00 Daily

$1.75 Pitchers

1:00 Till 8:00
Bud-Bud Light-Stroh's
Point and Augsburger
Monday Night Football
Specials $1.75 Pitchers
SEE YOU THERE

The Guthrie Theater Invites YOU to Their Performance of "Guys and Dolls" on September 17

FOR JUST $17.00 YOU WILL BE PICKED UP IN FRONT OF THE U.C. ON SATURDAY AT 6:30 AM AND LET IN THE DOOR OF THE MINNEAPOLIS THEATER FOR A 1:30 SHOW!

for more info: 2412 UAB
SAILING COURSES
AT SUNSET LAKE
SATURDAY, SEPT. 17 - 10AM - 2PM OR 2PM - 6PM
Cost: $2.50 (includes transportation) Sign up at:
Vehicles leave Rec Services at 10 am & 2 pm

SETV presents . . .
Second City Part 1
In the Act "Last Show"
Trivia With SET
Student Films
Programming Starts
6:30 p.m. on
Cable Channel 3

JIM CORR
and
FRIENDS
PADDYGRASS

SAINT PAT'S DAY
IN SEPTEMBER
9 P.M., SATURDAY, SEPT. 17th
AT: Encore
FREE!
COME OUT and GET IRISH
The University Centers

"The world Tati sees is slightly mad, full of mimetic rhythms which say less about the dehumanization of society than about the resilience of its members."
Vincent Canby

UNIVERSITY FILM SOCIETY PRESENTS
JACQUESTATIS TRAFFIC
Tuesday, September 20
Wright Lounge
Wednesday, September 21
Program Banquet Room
7 & 9:15 p.m. Only $1.50
Freckman’s wild world of edible plants

by Andy Savagian

Edible plants make up a small portion of the immense kingdom of green we refer to as plants. To be edible, according to Webster, a plant must obviously be: “capable of being eaten.” Still, there is a lot of flora that falls into this category. Most of us know those plants that are agriculturally produced and cultivated. However, those grown in the wild are relatively unknown.

Helping explain the complexities of wild edible plants is Dr. Robert Freckman, professor of biology at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. To better understand the simple definition of “edible” in the wild, Dr. Freckman divides the unproductive flora into three categories. The first group is poisonous plants; ones that will be harmful if eaten. Freckman lists many examples, such as Bloodroot or “doll’s eye.” Jack in the Pulpit, Woodbine and Water Hemlock. The second group can cause bad gastrointestinal irritation. The next section are those that are non-poisonous but also nondigestible. This class is recognizable in many, including trees and grass. The third and last group are non-poisonous plants, according to Professor Freckman, make up from 10-20 percent of the wild flora. Freckman gives brief, knowledgeable cases of this type.

Mysterious Migration Begins

by Sheldon Cohen

The gradual changes that so typify the autumn season in our northern climates (declines in temperature and photoperiod) signal one of the most extraordinary phenomena in nature’s repertoire—bird migration. This phenomenon demands incredible feats from birds. Some species travel thousands of miles to areas with continuous open water for fishing. Others migrate both day and night. Why birds migrate remains open to debate. Food and homeostatic requirements may be only part of the answer. Many bird journeys much farther than would be necessary to find the proper food and weather conditions. In addition, many

wildfowl and shorebirds migrate both day and night. The patterns and routes followed by migrating birds are numerous and often overlapping. Some species travel in a loop; in others, individual populations “leapfrog” over each other and a few species exhibit erratic migration that follows no regular pattern. Many species
cannot migrate over large barriers (such as lakes and mountain ranges) and therefore do not travel in a direct line. Hawk migration routes are often established along lakeshores in order to take advantage of updrafts of air. Four major North American flyways have been identified—the Atlantic, the Mississippi, the Central and the Pacific; their boundaries, however, are not always sharply defined.
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Saturday night.

I don't think I did anything more than was expected of him. That's the way Mike Gaab has to play if we're going to be successful.

Of Geissler, who completed 34 of 36 passes for 362 yards, LeRoy said, "Dave was consistent but I would like to have better faking out the defense.

We'll definitely have to prove the front line play better. The offense was consistent but I would like to have better faking out the defense.

I think our front line played well. For the first game, the defense probably played better than the offense.

The Pointers take on the UW-Platteville Pioneers next Saturday at Platteville, and LeRoy foresees a close contest.

"They shut out Ripon 25-0 last week and I see a very tough defense. That's why we have to work hard this week with our offensive line and our running game. I hate to go to the pass as much as we had to this last game."
COME IN AND SEE OUR...

RUGBY STYLE

sweatshirts
RED/NAVY

THE ESKRITT FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP

Who: Full or part-time, 25 years or older student working toward a degree who has completed at least two semesters at UWSP—3.0 cumulative grade point minimum.

What: Award(s) to equal one full time tuition.


Why: BECAUSE YOU COULD WIN!

THE Stevens Point YMCA WANTS TO PUT A LITTLE "FIT" INTO YOUR PHYSICAL

$30 college membership/semester stop in today - 1000 Division St.

JOB OPENING

Applications being accepted until Friday September 16 at 4:00 for the University Store Student Manager.

Qualifications:
1. Three semesters left on campus.
2. Business major helpful but not necessary.
3. 20 hours per week/available one night.
4. Summer work—full-time.

Applications and job descriptions can be picked up at the UNIVERSITY STORE.

Video Commander Competition
All Sep.-U.C. Competition
This week's machine: HOTTIE

THURS... SEPT. 15th
Men's Billiards Competition
Sign up ends at noon.
Play begins at 6:30pm.
SAT... SEPT. 17th
Two Bottle Skeet
1 lane: 3pm & 8pm
Cost: $1.50 (includes transportation) Sign up now.

THE BIG CATCH FISHING CONTEST CONTINUES •••

This week's machine: POPEYE

Two Sailing Courses
$2.00-

2pm - 6pm

THE University Centers
Free Coke!
Get 2 16 oz reusable plastic cups of Coke free with purchase of any 12" pizza, 4 free with any 16" pizza. This offer is good Sept. 1 - Oct. 31, 1983. No coupon necessary. Just ask! While supplies last.

30 minute guarantee
If your pizza does not arrive within 30 minutes, present this coupon to the driver for $2.00 off!

Menu
All Pizzas Include Our Special Blend of Sauce and 100% Real Cheese

Our Special Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.25 16" cheese $6.50

The Price Destroyer
9 carefully selected and portioned toppings for the price of 5.
UWSP's events.

Steve... 

St. Call 341-8657.

$150/month

and dryer.

left in

needed to share

and utilities.

between

wanted to share two bed-

mester) includes heat, elec-

tricity, water, local phone,

dand parking. Phone: 344-2106.

FOR RENT: Available this semester, female

needed to share "nice" 2 bed-

room house with 3 others.

Carpeted, refrigerator, washer

dryer. $400 includes heat

and utilities. 1000 Division

St. Call 341-6857.

FOR RENT: Roommates wanted to share two bed-

room apartment. Double

$100/month. Single

$150/month plus electric,

carpet, air conditioned.

On bus line. Call 341-1166 be-

tween 6:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m.

FOR RENT: Wanted 1 fe-

male to share 2 bedroom

apartment on Northside.

Own room $87.50 plus 1/4 utili-

ties. Non-smoker only. Call

Debbie at 344-8954.

FOR SALE: Motorcycle

1968 411 BSA Victor mint

condition. Call 346-3883.

FOR SALE: Motorcycle

1968 450 BSA Lightening

mint condition. Call 346-3883.

FOR SALE: Washburn 5-

string banjo. Excellent con-

dition. Call 346-8383.

FOR SALE: Research Papers!

30 page catalog - 35,775 local &

Long Beach $5.00. Research

1122 Idaho, No. 206,

Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213)

677-4229.

FOR SALE: Kenwood KD-

500 turntable, Stanton car-

tridge, 2 years old, direct

drive, automatic, $75. Call

Pete, rm. 407, 346-4486.

FOR SALE: Women's

Schwinn Varsity 10-speed bi-

cycles, $75. Phone: 344-3886.

FOR SALE: "1978 Camaro,

305, 4 sp. 2033 Briggs St.

346-0464.

FOR SALE: A clean sofa

in very good condition. $35.

Add comfort to your dorm

room, house, or apartment.

Call 341-6852.

FOR SALE: "1975 4 door

Maverick, 64,000 miles, 25

mpg. $1,000 or best of-

fer. Call 341-4833 after 4:00

p.m.

FOR SALE: "Refrigerator

$40, runs good. Bed room

set (bed, frame, chest dresser

and mirror) $350. Living

room chairs $15 each. Call

457-5063.

FOR SALE: TEAC A-100

Cassette Tape Deck, good

condition. $75. Call 345-0609.

FOR SALE: Steak Scott

amp and speakers. LP turn-

table, Sansui turntable, $500

or best. Jeff 345-1732.

FOR SALE: Jeep and mo-


FOR SALE: "Many things

you need! 3 Schwalbe bicy-

cles, musical and stereo

gear, nice fall and winter

clothing, furniture and

household items. Rummage

sale, sale starts today! Sept.

18 & 19, 10:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. (near Bubol Park).

FOR SALE: Compound

bow. Browning Explorer n.

15-40 lbs. call 341-2626.

FOR SALE: "Blade Runner" and "Out-

land" on Thursday and Fri-

day, October 22 and 23...

"Art in the Park" comes to

Bubol Park for a one day en-

gagement Sept. 24.

Sunday, September 25

ARTS AND LECTURES

UWSP's fine arts impresario

kicks off their annual concert

series at 8 p.m. with the

Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

Design and Quips. The five-

some features a virtuoso
group of principal musicians

from the Chicago Symphony

Orchestra playing the flute,

clarinet, oboe, clarinet, horn,

and bassoon. UWSP students

can get tickets for $1.50. General

admission passes cost $6, but

kids and senior citizens can

get in for $3. For further infor-

mation contact the Arts and

Lectures office at 346-3265.

COMING UP...The Royal

Lipizan Stallions prance

into Point's Queen City on

Wednesday. Sept. 28. UAB

does another doubletake with

"Blade Runner" and "Out-

land" on Thursday and Fri-

day. October 22 and 23...

"Art in the Park" comes to

Bubol Park for a one day en-

gagement Sept. 24.

Music
WANTED: Models needed! Hair cuts, perms, color, beard trimming, styling – $5.00 each. Send in- muni- services provided at no charge to major Midwest Beauty Show. Women who are professional beauty and barber industry educators at major universities and would like to be held atHoliday Inn Stevens Point, Sunday, Sept. 25 and Monday, Sept. 26. Call Saturday, Sept. 24 11:00 a.m. at Holiday Inn Stevens Point, box 542, Stevens Point, or call 1-800-242-6165 between 10 a.m.-12 noon, Monday thru Friday.

WANTED: A ride to Stevens Point daily from the Wausau area. Will be moving to Wausau Sept. 24 or Oct. 2. Please help pay for gas. Call 341-1161.

WANTED: More escort services! We need more escort services! The Women's Resource Center Escort Program needs volunteer escorts to commit 8 hours of their time, once or twice a month, between the hours of 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. Volunteers call to walk anywhere within a one-mile radius of campus while walking with the tour director. The escort, in light of the recent occurrences on campus and in town, is an extremely viable position. We need as many females as males for this service. Please stop by or call the WRC at 346-4851 (located at 1070 Freeman, lower level of Nelson Hall, Suite 10) to arrange an interview.

WANTED: Drummer for aggressive, hungry Dance Band. Our music is a mix of the top hits. We play Who, Clash, Jam, originals and no Heavy Metal. Also wanted vocalist who plays keyboards or rhythm guitar. Call 346-4433 for more info.

WANTED: Single girl to sublease house for 2nd semester. Great location, 1832 Maple, call Maris at 346-2543 anytime.


EMPLOYMENT: Need money? Like a challenge? Turn your spare time into income. We need individuals to promote college vacations. For more information, call (414) 781-6147 or write Designers of Travel, 4520 North 26th St., Brookfield, WI 53005.

EMPLOYMENT: Earn $400 per weekend. Flexible hours. Monthly pay for placing posters. Contact us for your next big opportunity. Results awarded as well. 800-353-3800.

EMPLOYMENT: Need wanton. Want to make money? Want to get a great recommendation in trade, marketing, marketing and advertising? Contact your local new person who wants to be a tour director. Do you stick with a job until you succeed? We pay commission plus free trips to ski and spring break. Send your resume with your address and telephone number. We will call you. Send resumes to: Coastal Tours, Inc., P.O. Box 707, Oak Forest, IL 60452. Phone: (312) 336-3222.

EMPLOYMENT: Environmental Activist. Intelligent, articulate people needed to assist established, statewide, non-profit, environmental organization with public education, fund-raising and grassroots organizing in the area. Paid positions available with advancement possibilities. Call Citizens for a Better Environment at 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 344-4401.

LOST & FOUND:


LOST AND FOUND: Help! Partied at your house the week of Aug. 8, and we haven't seen a left a pair of white canvas toppers under your house. Acme to have forgotten to where you live. Call 341-4833.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

ANNOUNCEMENT: Interested in Veterinary Medicine? Come to the organizational meeting of the pre-veterinary med society. Thurs., Sept. 15 at 5:00 in BMN 312. Topic of discussion - planning tour of UW-Madison's School of Veterinary Medicine.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Sail - windsurfing Mini 10 courses 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sun. and Mon., Sept. 19 at 8:00. Meet at Winnie Island. Sign up for the impromptu social events at Recreational Services.

ANNOUNCEMENT: The American Advertising Federation will have an organizational meeting on Saturday, Sept. 24, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in the Green Room, UC. Or if new members welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENT: The Center for Tribal Culture, an organization of Native-students, will have a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Blue Room of the UC. We will be planning for the coming year and a movie will be shown. Any questions? Call 346-1014.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Let's go fishing! Grab a six pack, P. O. box, and maybe a baiter and catch yourself a trophy because we have a new Rainbow Trout Contest in the lower level of the UC has its Big Catch Fishing Contest running. First prize for Northern, Bass, Crappie, and Walleye. Entries must arrive by 330 pm Sept. 26. First prize at 4:00 pm Sept. 27.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Let's go dancing! Get a free ticket and maybe a partner too! Monday night's Open Dance at the Club (located at 1070 Freeman, lower level of Nelson Hall, Suite 10).

ANNOUNCEMENT: Join the Anti-war Movement. The anti-war meeting will take place at W. Fort on hex. 16th! The meeting will be held at the Student Center.

ANNOUNCEMENT: The Student for a Socialist Alternative of the American Chemical Society will meet on Monday, Sept. 19 at 12-1 p.m. in the Great Hall. The lab ACS welcomes all students who are majoring, minoring or just interested in chemistry to get involved.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Speech and Hearing Test Sept. 27 - 4-6:30 p.m. in the School of Communication Disorders lower level COP 28 building. This is part of the application for admission to the Professional Studies Program. Students majoring in Education having 50 credits should have the test taken at this time.

ANNOUNCEMENT: "Human and No Answer" the UWSP Interfaith Council's career is this day. They are the topic, "Abortion on Monday, Sept. 19. The debate will be held from 12:30-2:30 in the Nicodemus Marquette Room of the UC.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Get into the Act! Join the largest student-run organization on campus. The Association for Community Tasks (A.C.T.) is having a general meeting for all prospective volunteers. We have a program for everyone. Come and check us out tonight, Thurs. Sept. 15 at 7 p.m. in the Wisconsin Room UC.

ANNOUNCEMENT: The Writing Lab soon will be advertising workshops for students requiring writing advice. Impromptu Saturday and Sundays. Monday's hours are Sept. 19 and 20 at 10 a.m. and Sept. 21 at 7 p.m. Please stop by the Lab to sign up for these workshops and learn more about the Writing Lab and the Writing Lab program.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Women's Resource Center. During the months of Sept. and Oct. before noon on weekdays only, the Women's Resource Center.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Take a look at the Night-Club on the 16th! The Club on the 16th will be held at the Student Center.

ANNOUNCEMENT: The 14th annual "Art in the Park" will be held Sat. Sept. 24 and 25, 10 a.m.-6:30 p.m. at Bachelor Park in Stevens Point. The event will include free children's art demonstrations, art contests for children, live entertainment and exhibits and sales by over 150 artists and craftpeople. It is sponsored by the Children's Arts Project. It will have a valid UWSIP ID. Nice yourself a winner today!
FINAL BANDS OF THE YEAR!

September 16  Radio Flyer  Country Rock  9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
September 23  Booze Brothers Review  Rock, R&B  8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.

OCTOBER 1-2 FALL-O-RAMA WEEKEND!!

featuring

October 1  David Michaels  50’s & 60’s Contemporary
The Heart Breakers  Great Dance Music  9:00 P.M.-1:00 A.M.

October 2  Dr. Bop & The Headliners  50’s & 60’s  9:00 P.M.-12:00 A.M.

To Find Indian Crossing Casino . . .
just follow Hwy. 10 to Hwy 54 to Hwy. Q . . . It’s that simple! Located at Ding’s Dock.

COME OUT & ENJOY
COME EARLY . . . STAY LATE!

LARGEST DANCE FLOOR IN THE MIDWEST

For further information call (715) 258-2612